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PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The News Media Industry is undergoing significant transformation in the means, modes, technology, and philosophical constructs behind the collection, preparation, distribution, and consumption of information, or “news.” Historical precepts as to the nature of journalism, the cyclical nature of reporting and publication are being challenged by the emergence, evolution, and strengthening of the “new media,” an expanded definitional term for digital or next generation media, but which includes both past, present, and future technological developments in concepts, products, technologies, applications, and acceptance of digital “tools” supporting daily life.1

The Department of Defense (DoD) is struggling to adapt its Public Affairs and Strategic Communication organizations and policies to this rapidly evolving environment. The emergence of “new media,” the speed of information generation, capture, and dissemination over a multitude of platforms and media outlets, and the absence of a comprehensive national communication strategy – and more importantly – the absence of continuity and consistency of a strategic national “message,” compounds DoD’s efforts. Although DoD has adapted its operational command and control mechanisms to this accelerated environment, its public diplomacy and strategic communication processes and practices lag the private sector. DoD has the opportunity, if it so chooses, to strengthen its participation in national public diplomacy and public affairs engagements. At the conclusion of the paper, we present recommendations in support of DoD public diplomacy and public affairs transformation. DoD must not act alone: The interagency community and affected stakeholders must craft a strategic path forward under the auspices of a common national communication strategy.

At the request of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, Web Operations2, this paper assesses the global information environment and the impacts of New Media and changing demographic demands for information. We will review the various extant and emerging platforms and modes of information and news dissemination that characterize the changing news media environment. Our goal is to provide an assessment of the cultural changes taking place based on value changes in news media consumer demand regarding timeliness and location-neutral viewership, while discussing emerging citizen journalism3 and the potential impacts of blogs and public commentary web sites. And finally, we will identify “gaps” between current DoD Public Affairs practice and the demands of this emerging volatile global information environment. To conclude, this paper will make recommendations for adjustments to current policy and organizational constructs to enable greater and more effective engagement of DoD assets in support of global, integrated, Interagency communication and public diplomacy program.

The assessments contained in this paper were developed and derived from document analysis, public, Executive Branch, and Departmental policy review, and interviews conducted both individually and with guest speakers engaged by the Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF) News Media Industry Study Seminar. The recommendations presented involve doctrine, policy, and organizational structure changes; adjustments to senior leadership engagement in Interagency processes up to NSC Principal Coordinating Committee (PCC) level; and also poses a critical change management challenge for senior leadership. We also present areas for future research which were not performed within this research project.

2 ASD PA Tasking Document, *DRAFT*, 29 January 2008. “[The Industrial College of the Armed Forces] ICAF will investigate the relationship between next generation media (i.e. blogging, Second-life, cell phones) and its effect on the mainstream media industry. Specifically, what are the changes new media brings to the communication environment and what impact does this have on DoD’s ability to engage the public (foreign and domestic) effectively? This analysis will sensitize and educate senior DoD leaders to that relationship and the impact media plays on future activities and the nation's public diplomacy efforts. It will conduct the investigation to determine how best DoD, its leadership, and the interagency can utilize these new media sources enabling an effective strategic communications and public diplomacy strategy. In particular, what is the relationship of these new media sources to traditional media and what tools and techniques are required for Western and Muslim cultures? Secondly, is the current DoD informational and organizational infrastructure adequate to address both? Finally, what strategy and policy is required to meet the challenges?”
3 Definition of citizen journalism: “citizens (as contrasted with media professionals such as journalists or broadcasters) who play an active role in the process of collecting, reporting, analyzing and disseminating information,” from the Digital Influence Group Glossary, http://www.digitalinfluencegroup.com/site/index.php?page=glossary
BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

"Some problems are just too complicated for rational, logical solutions. They admit of insights, not answers."
---John L. Casti, "Complexification" 1

Globalization of economics, financial markets, media, and communications continues to drive international interactions. Foreign policy, national security policy, strategic communication and public diplomacy are evolving, but at different rates. Within the United States Government (USG), the NSC PCC has been designated (through the 2006 National Strategy for Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication)2 as the USG lead agent on behalf of the Administration for the formulation and oversight of the nation’s public diplomacy mission. However, there is not a comprehensive framework established that sets the "message" such that each subordinate executive agency, such as DoD, can frame its individual content and ensure continuity with the rest of the executive departments.3

It is evident that foreign views and opinions of the United States and its programs, policies, and practices have worsened since immediately after 9/11.4 It is critical, therefore, that the USG develop an improved and enhanced capability to inform the global audience--domestically and internationally--about our national security policy, foreign aid programs, and the benefits obtained from US engagement overseas. DoD is in a uniquely precarious position supporting the policies of successive administrations, and is therefore a visible and controversial national agent engaged overseas.

Furthermore, although not traditionally thought of at the forefront of public diplomacy, DoD is in many instances: the first and only government agency conducting the public diplomacy effort. Indeed, there is a definable thread of policy that leads to the core elements of DoD public relations policies and programs, which frames the requirement for its transformation. The 2006 National Security Strategy stresses the development and enhancement of public diplomacy and communication capabilities:

"Strengthening our public diplomacy, so that we advocate the policies and values of the United States in a clear, accurate, and persuasive way to a watching and listening world. This includes actively engaging foreign audiences, expanding educational opportunities for Americans to learn about foreign languages and cultures and for foreign students and scholars to study in the United States; empowering the voices of our citizen ambassadors as well as those foreigners who share our commitment to a safer, more compassionate world; enlist the support of the private sector; increasing our channels for dialogue with Muslim leaders and citizens; and confronting propaganda quickly, before myths and distortions have time to take root in the hearts and minds of people across the world."5

In response to that guidance, and following on the assessment within the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) that public diplomacy required specific emphasis, the 2006 QDR Strategic Communication (SC) Execution Roadmap assessed DoD’s public diplomacy capability, stating unequivocally that:

"The U.S. military is not sufficiently organized, trained, or equipped to analyze, plan, coordinate and integrate the full spectrum of capabilities available to promote America’s interests. Changes in the global information environment require the Department of Defense (DoD) in conjunction with other U.S. Government (USG) agencies, to implement more deliberate and well-developed Strategic Communication processes."6

This assessment is based upon the precedent that DoD public affairs and news organizations have historically operated in a reactive mode, responding rather than preempting. The need is acknowledged – both in QDR analyses and in public opinion – that public affairs agencies must embrace a forward-looking, preemptive/proactive operational mode in today’s media environment, and not be reactive. However, there is also considerable Congressional concern that the DoD effort to integrate Strategic Communication, Public Diplomacy, Public Affairs, and Information Operations [which includes Psychological Operations (PSYOPS) programs and other tactical battlefield capabilities used to disrupt threat operational decision-making] will result in public perception that the USG is engaging in military propaganda operations.7 DoD has performed well in the traditional media context, marshalling resources to address issues as they arise. A quick-response capability is a valuable trait:

“You focus on bad news in order to get cracking on the solution. As soon as you're aware of the problem, everybody in your organization has to be galvanized into action. You can evaluate a company by how quickly it engages all of its available intellect to deal with a serious problem.”
---Bill Gates, “Business @ The Speed of Thought”8

The question -- and therefore the problem -- for DoD and its role in the interagency strategic communication arena, is whether there is recognition of the need for and therefore planning and resourcing to provide both the capability and capacity to become a preemptive agent in the global information environment. As will be discussed below, the international news and information environment is rapidly changing. To meet this change, DoD must galvanize its resources in concert with national security strategies to adapt to this new environment thereby enhancing the military’s global image and its public perception.

In the process of analyzing the emerging environment, we have reviewed civilian and governmental approaches to the emerging global information environment and the "new media." Have queried news media industry agents about adjustments to business models and engagement practices, and present alternatives - within the following general areas - for consideration:

- Are there synergies, lessons learned, or operational capabilities that can be leveraged between the intelligence (open source analysis), public affairs, and public diplomacy communities to enhance awareness of emerging opinion, news, and information?
- Is there a meaningful way that DoD can empower such engagement without risking a negative response regarding the implication of propaganda operations which, with instantaneous global communications, can run afoul of the Smith-Mundt Act of 1948 which prohibits domestic presentation of foreign information programs?
- What are the implications of the New Media environment and changing news and information consumption models that impact DoD news media engagement?
- Should DoD strengthen or relax new media engagement?
1) The National Security and global environment, which
make to optimize its engagement policies and practices.
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the dynamics of consumer demand are shifting the
consumer technology expands, instantaneous global
access to news and information is increasingly ubiquitous. Understanding this fundamental change in information flow is critical to commercial economic market success, as indicated by key firms (Bloomberg, Thompson Reuters) integrating news and financial operations. Foreign policy management is likewise intimately affected by the plethora of information platforms (cell phone, text message, computers, etc.), as global events instantaneously have local, regional, and international reach. The news media industry provides, in conjunction with emerging “citizen journalism,” the backbone of the identification, collection, processing, vetting, and distribution of news. An evolutionary national grand strategy must leverage the global information environment to be effective.

To this end, DoD has a wide array of communication alternatives. One such group focusing on this enterprise level approach is the Strategic Communications Laboratories, London England. They have proposed a menu of options, spanning strategic to tactical effects that best meet the policy intent of the executing agency (Figure 1.15) These alternatives, combined or stand-alone, integrated with associated message content and available resources, can enhance the effectiveness of communications programs.

The 2004 National Military Strategy provides an essential construct for development of strategic communication programs:

"Effective deterrence requires a strategic communication plan that emphasizes the willingness of the United States to employ force in defense of its interests. The participation of combatant commanders is essential in developing a strategic communication plan that conveys US intent and objectives, and ensures the success of the plan by countering adversary disinformation and misinformation. Such strategic communication can help avoid conflict or defuse tensions among adversaries."

All echelons of the Armed Forces and DoD Staff are increasingly engaged in interagency dialog. Open development of communications policies and procedures are key to success. The establishment of the Joint InterAgency Coordination Group (JIACG) at Combatant Commands is a critical enabler of this collaboration strategy and was to be complemented by implementation

**National Security and Information Power: Key to a Successful Communication Strategy**

The national security strategy framework is intertwined with globalization of economics, markets, financial systems, travel, media, and communications. As consumer technology expands, instantaneous global

Globally, the National Security framework?

**Global Information Environment Dynamics:**

The global information environment is changing significantly. News is no longer generated through historical mass media collection and distribution means. Content management is increasingly difficult given the multitude of means, modes, and platforms available for creators, distributors, and consumers. Intermediary “filters” are disappearing. In fact, there is no clear indication that they are still required. Censorship could become a means of content management, but could also become a serious detractor to the establishment of a viable interagency “message.” Security, both passive and active, becomes a debatable issue, as demonstrated by the U.S. Air Force policy to limit or regulate access to blogs.13 Such policies are not universally applied within DoD, therefore the situation presents a dilemma: DoD allows unilateral implementation of conflicting policies by subordinate services and commands. Unfortunately, continuity of effort is lacking.

The news media industry is also in a state of flux, as the dynamics of consumer demand are shifting the industry from historical mass media methodologies to “point” distribution frameworks, both from the perspective of means of news collection and delivery as well as from the customer perspective of mobile platforms for receipt and consumption of news. It is evident that “information” is the primary product of the news media industry, not newspapers, magazines, or television broadcasts. It is important to assess key aspects of this environment to obtain a proper perspective of the adjustments DoD must make to optimize its engagement policies and practices. These areas are:

1) The National Security and global environment, which critically drives the need for a single, common message across the Administration and interagency14
2) The news media industry and its key sectors and platforms.
3) DoD-unique activities and considerations which drive the need for transformation of public diplomacy programs and policies.

---

**Globally:**

The National Security framework?

**Defence Considerations**

"...the truly significant issues with which [leaders] deal are far too risky – are generally too complex and their solutions too uncertain – for unilateral decision-making”.

T. Owen Jacobs, “Strategic Leadership – A Frame Of Reference.”

---


---

The 2004 National Military Strategy provides an essential construct for development of strategic communication programs:

"Effective deterrence requires a strategic communication plan that emphasizes the willingness of the United States to employ force in defense of its interests. The participation of combatant commanders is essential in developing a strategic communication plan that conveys US intent and objectives, and ensures the success of the plan by countering adversary disinformation and misinformation. Such strategic communication can help avoid conflict or defuse tensions among adversaries."

All echelons of the Armed Forces and DoD Staff are increasingly engaged in interagency dialog. Open development of communications policies and procedures are key to success. The establishment of the Joint InterAgency Coordination Group (JIACG) at Combatant Commands is a critical enabler of this collaboration strategy and was to be complemented by implementation
of the Strategic Communication Integration Group (SCIG) within the DoD Secretariat in 2006.\textsuperscript{17}

To maintain national security, the USG must fully demonstrate its ability to project its national power. The 2006 National Security Strategy (NSS) states that the U.S. must maintain a military without peer, promote economic prosperity, and grow vibrant democracies.\textsuperscript{18} To achieve success in these three focus areas, the following nine essential tasks are provided: 1) champion human dignity; 2) strengthen alliances to defeat global terrorism; 3) work to defuse regional conflicts; 4) prevent weapons of mass destruction (WMD) threats; 5) ignite global economic growth through free markets and free trade; 6) expand the spread of democracy; 7) develop cooperative action with other centers of global power; 8) transform national security institutions to meet future challenges; and 9) engage opportunities and confront challenges of globalization.\textsuperscript{19} All elements of national power must be applied in appropriate measure to achieve these goals. Public Diplomacy sets the stage for our long-term image and new employment models by the digital generation.\textsuperscript{21} News and information gathering and dissemination are no longer bound by traditional organization models. Indeed, new models are taking shape influenced by cultural changes, global consumption patterns, and new employment models by the digital generation.\textsuperscript{21} These adjustments are not just domestic, but are also global. Most disturbing is that our enemies appear more attuned to this landscape than we are and exploit it for propaganda and disinformation purposes, in addition to operational planning.

Although not considered an instrument of national power, the news media industry, and its key corporations, plays a critical role in the economic and political stability of the United States through its roles as watch-dog, investigative reporter, and courier ensuring a socially and civically aware citizenry. Additionally, the industry facilitates transparent government operations, promotes defense of First Amendment freedoms, and viability of national security and foreign policy decisions to the American people. As previously indicated, though, the development and fielding of mobile information devices is having a profound effect on the industry, forcing DoD to adjust its practices and policies.

As the USG develops its communication and public diplomacy strategies, it is imperative that planners and policy makers take into consideration not such the historical mainstream media—newspapers and magazines, wire services, radio and broadcast television news—but also “New Media.” New Media is a convergence of venues, content, platforms, and consumption patterns that challenge traditional news and information models, and place traditional public diplomacy programs at risk. The bottom-line being, customer demand and consumption preferences are changing. News and information gathering and dissemination are no longer bound by traditional organization models. Indeed, new models are taking shape influenced by cultural changes, global consumption changes, and new employment models by the digital generation.\textsuperscript{21} These adjustments are not just domestic, but are also global. Most disturbing is that our enemies appear more attuned to this landscape than we are and exploit it for propaganda and disinformation purposes, in addition to operational planning.

...al Qaeda has become the first guerrilla movement in history to migrate from physical space to cyberspace. With laptops and DVDs, in secret hideouts and at neighborhood Internet cafes, young code-writing jihadists have sought to replicate the training, communication, planning, and preaching facilities they lost in Afghanistan with countless new locations on the Internet. Al Qaeda suicide bombers and ambush units in Iraq routinely depend on the Web for training and tactical support, relying on the Internet's anonymity and flexibility to operate with near impunity in cyberspace. In Qatar, Egypt and Europe, cells affiliated with al Qaeda that have recently carried out or seriously planned bombings have relied heavily on the Internet.\textsuperscript{22}

It is critical that the USG fully develop its capability to operate across all elements of national power. At this point, the military element is the most robust, with Secretary of Defense Gates stating unequivocally that the U.S. must further develop its diplomatic capability and

---

**FIGURE 2:** Points of optimal engagement for DoD Public Affairs and Public Diplomacy Operations within the NSC Framework: Target PCC elements highlighted in red.

This is an existing superstructure within the NSC to enable the Department of Defense to enhance its engagement in news media and public diplomacy operations without conflicting with ongoing operations. It is necessary, however, for the Department to resource such an engagement in order to provide continuity and consistency in information flows.
capacity to effectively wield “soft power”\textsuperscript{23} in its own behalf. However, the measured application of the elements of national power is difficult to achieve. With its large federal budget, DoD has over the years built a response capability lacking in other executive departments. This imbalance has often proven injurious to USG image abroad, as the work accomplished by the Department of State and other non-governmental agencies is dwarfed by a perceived overbearing US military presence abroad.

The United States Joint Forces Command Glossary defines four instruments of national power: Diplomatic, Information, Military, and Economic (also known as DIME).\textsuperscript{25} The three focus areas and nine essential tasks identified above for the military, diplomatic, and economic elements of national power. Missing from the strategy is the informational element of power, which spans the other three elements. A possible reason the information element of power is overlooked is that it is often depicted (Figure 3) as a separate but interconnected part of national power similar to four connected puzzle pieces.

The selection of an optimal instrument of national power to achieve stated national security goals and objectives is contingent on the desired outcome. Accordingly, planning at the strategic level, and establishment of national goals and objectives within a comprehensive, holistic national grand strategy, should drive the NSC to select a mix of instruments based on clear determination of the results desired. Figure 4 presents an alternative approach to national power application designed by the Strategic Communications Laboratories in London England, but in a framework optimized to British capabilities.

It is suggested that the information element should be consistently depicted as spanning all elements as shown in Figure 5 rather than being adjacent – and therefore as a severable activity. The information element of national power is not a separate stovepipe but rather an integral part of the military, economic, and diplomatic elements of power. Taken together, the areas of national power can oftentimes be leveraged in effects-based operations against an adversary’s vulnerabilities in order to hamper his will and capability to conduct war.\textsuperscript{26} Because the information element of national power is unique but tightly coupled with the other elements of power, it is important that we develop a common definition of information power – and its components – to get a better understanding of what DoD must accomplish over the next decade to frame a successful strategic communication plan to achieve assigned military missions in support of a comprehensive national security strategy. The next section will define information power and expand on its use across the spectrum of national power.

**Figure 3. Information Shown Separate but Connected**

![Separate but Connected Diagram](image1)

**Figure 4: Selection of Alternative Instruments is Based on Desired Outcomes and Target Organizations**

![Alternative Instruments Diagram](image2)

**Figure 5. Information Shown Interconnected**

![Interconnected Diagram](image3)
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**Informational Element of National Power**

The information element of national power has evolved over the past twenty-five years, and is currently defined as:

“The relative ability to operate in and exploit the information environment — the aggregated and synergistic combination of CONNECTIVITY, CONTENT, & COGNITION, operating within a complex human, political and technological context to generate strategic advantage. It is an indispensable underpinning for all other forms of power, yet it is unique in its own right. It is employed across all other forms of human activity—economics, war, diplomacy—and across all levels of conflict, from peace to war. Its elements can be...
An understanding of the components of information power is necessary to effectively apply resources to support a comprehensive and effective national military strategy, with a strategic communication plan integrated in the Interagency and international environment. The three crucial components are connectivity, content, and cognition.

**Connectivity.** Merriam-Webster on-line defines “connectivity” as the quality, state, or capability of being connective or connected and is especially relevant to the ability to connect to or communicate with another computer or computer system. With this broad definition, connectivity can best be described as the physical layer by which information is transmitted or carried. Connectivity can range from highly sophisticated networks and infrastructures to simple human conversation, depending on the situation. In highly-evolved societies, members are more likely to be connected via electronic means whereas in lesser developed countries, connectivity is achieved via more basic means such as human messengers or carrier pigeons. This broad range of connectivity options poses many challenges to the strategic communicator as to how to best deliver public diplomacy, public affairs, and strategic messages to the broadest populations.

**Content.** The second component, “content,” is defined as something presented by or contained within a written work or the principal substance offered by a World Wide Web site. In today’s diverse communications environment, content can be anything from words to images to databases and most importantly nonverbal communications. The key to successful use of the wide range of content options is credibility on both sides: the originator and the receiver. In other words, the originator must generate a credible, believable message and the receiver must interpret the message as being credible before they will act upon it. Another important aspect of content that an information strategists must account for is from the old adage, “Actions speak louder than words.” It is vital that policy and operational tasks match the rhetoric as cultural differences and ham fisted implementation can quickly derail even the best intentioned efforts.

**Cognition.** The third component, “cognition”, is defined as the act of becoming acquainted with and knowing key information as a result of thinking, reasoning, or remembering. Of the three component elements of information power, cognition is the most important and the most difficult to achieve with certainty and repeatability. This is because cognition relies on the potential audience’s ability to understand and assimilate the information they have received based on their own experiences and biases. The challenge is to understand these biases and tailor the message accordingly. The point being that winning the cognition battle is as important as winning the kinetic battle due to the difficult nature of any hearts and minds campaign.

For the U.S. to be successful in attaining its national security objectives, information power must be developed such that it is at the same level of effectiveness as, if not greater than, the other elements of national power. The best approach to achieving this enhanced level of information power would be to focus our attention on the three basic elements of information power – connectivity, content, and cognition – and see how they can be leveraged in today’s ever-changing global information environment. As the information element of national power is infused into policy and planning beyond the Department of State, it is especially critical that DoD leadership understand the evolving global information environment, the tools and platforms that are becoming available, and the ubiquitous environment emerging driven by next generation New Media capabilities and customer demands. An assessment of the environment is necessary to provide a baseline for future communication planning.

**News Media Industry and the Evolving Global Information Environment**

There is considerable turmoil in the global information environment – specifically within traditional Mainstream Media and the evolving New Media. These evolutionary forces are changing the environment almost daily, and will drive DoD information and communication policy. DoD must apply its talent and resources to shape the global information environment, and not be shaped by it.

**Mainstream Media versus New Media: A 360° Scan of the Information Environment**

Mainstream Media is defined as the more traditional means of public communications that existed prior to the advent of the digital Internet world, and includes printed newspapers and magazines, radio and broadcast, cable, and satellite television. On the opposite end of the spectrum, New Media can best be defined as the more modern, state-of-the-art means of public communications to include the Internet and its websites, blogs and wikis, social networks such as MySpace and FaceBook, virtual reality sites such as Second Life, and mobile cellular telephones with text and video capabilities in addition to voice. The next section of this paper will analyze the Mainstream Media environment, and then the New Media environment and offer insight into the very different worlds of public communications.

**Mainstream Media Environment: Changing Consumer Demands and Trends**

**Printed matter: Newspapers and Magazines.** Hard copy news in the form of newspapers and magazines are experiencing reductions in both advertising revenue and circulation. This has lead to market fluctuations, business model adjustments, and broadening of provided services in an attempt to enable print media to remain viable business entities. However, newspapers are not “dead” as a means of disseminating information. As a result of decreases in revenue, news organizations have been reducing both their foreign and domestic staffs as well as coverage of news-worthy events in order to cut costs. However, the general public is still expecting relevant, timely, accurate, and interesting news coverage consisting of a mix of fact-based reporting and investigative journalism. To meet public expectations and capture the growing online audience, news agencies require their reporters to write their stories for multiple media platforms, forcing newspapers to improve their web sites to support a 24/7 cycle of breaking news. In addition, journalists are expected to conduct online discussions with their readers in a blog-type environment.

Magazines have not escaped the down-turn in print media revenue. Over the past several years, content changes include less coverage of national government news, fewer book reviews, and reduced analysis of news.
New Media Environment: Defining Characteristics

New Media is challenging traditional news industry business processes, as well as traditional definitions of consumers and dynamics of demand. Trends are being observed in the industry that are driving radical adjustments to advertising models, services, journalist responsibilities and news cycles. Arenas such as the internet, blogs and wikis, social networking, virtual reality programs and close are changing news and information consumption patterns, which impact the news awareness and level of involvement of global communities in political and governance processes.

Internet and websites. For over a decade, the internet has been part of everyday life for a majority of Americans who use it for both business and personal life. It is a means of communication, how they receive news and political information, as well as a way to distribute their own content from photos and videos to music. The internet’s most significant appeal is instant access to an unlimited amount of information. Research reports show that the internet is the most important single source of information and entertainment for a majority of users. Due to the sheer number of people flocking to the internet for news, the news industry is rapidly embracing new technology rather than fighting it. On the local level, nearly all broadcast television stations simulcast on the internet and reformat their news, weather, sports, and traffic content for their web audience. At the national level, the three national broadcast network news producers (NBC, ABC and CBS) turned to media companies in an attempt to attract the younger viewing audience to their websites through use of aggressive video campaigns, unique online newscasts, and expanding anchor and reporter blogs.

In order to maintain market share and viability, cable news channels MSNBC, CNN, and Fox also host well-developed web sites with a strong emphasis on user-provided video that oftentimes capture the early moments of a newsworthy event before a traditional news crew could even arrive on-scene as well as news blogs. Whereas traditional mainstream media was used to inform people, the internet not only informs but also empowers individuals with the ability to post their own content which has seen a steady rise over the past year. As a result of more individual content being generated on the internet and containing both opinions and facts, people are becoming more cautious about trusting information they are finding on web sites.

Blogs and wikis. With the interactive nature of the internet, users can now express their opinions and share their knowledge with the rest of the world through the use of blogs and wikis. All of this is possible due to the advent of Web 2.0, or second generation Web, which allows consumer interaction to occur. Web 2.0 activities range from posting videos on a web site to writing a blog, reviewing products, or even social networking. In a Spring 2007 survey, blogging, the most recognized Web 2.0 activity to date, appeared to grow rapidly with the number of blogs doubling every 320 days and at the time, more than 70 million blogs had been produced worldwide. In the U.S., approximately 12 million Americans, 4 percent of the overall population of the country, have taken advantage of this technology and maintain a blog or interactive site. Despite the proliferation of blogs, however, most Americans are still not turning to blogs to get their news, but rather are choosing to stay with other more “traditional” means to get their news.
If there is a downside to blogging, it is the potential for bloggers to manipulate opinions and misrepresent facts by blurring the truth to persuade readers to agree with stated positions, which could then emerge into mainstream media. There is a widely held belief that the blogosphere is self-correcting with false information when posted replaced by the truth, but this remains unvalidated. Taken as a whole though, bloggers have been able to make positive contributions to the news media during unexpected natural and man-made disasters.

Another Web 2.0 phenomenon, Wikipedia, is a free, user-written online encyclopedia whose content is created, edited, and maintained by over 1000 volunteers. Relying on "wiki" technology, which is a set of software tools that allow groups of individuals to collaboratively create and edit documents, any user of the Wikipedia web site is able to modify any page they desire allowing others to consume their user-generated content. However, this ability to easily modify posted information has made many internet users skeptical about the validity and accuracy of the information contained in Wikipedia and they are beginning to return to more trusted sources such as the established or the government to determine ground truth.

Social networks and virtual reality. Among some of the significant successes since the Web 2.0 launch have been the social networking sites: FaceBook and MySpace, LinkedIn, and the video sharing web site, YouTube. MySpace and Facebook are extremely popular among millions of young people as these sites offer virtual meeting places to exchange ideas and discuss issues of the day. The main reason for the sites popularity is the time, energy, and personal commitment required to participate online is significantly less than required in the real world. Unlike MySpace and Facebook, Second Life, run by Linden Labs, is a complex 3-dimensional virtual world populated with highly detailed subscriber-created avatars. The popularity of Second life has not gone unnoticed by traditional media either. In fact, Reuters has established a news bureau in Second Life and has assigned a full-time reporter to cover the virtual events.

Mobile cell phones. Today, cell phones are no longer just for two-way communication but rather they are capable of sending and receiving messages and pictures as well as download information from the internet. Because of these inherent capabilities, mobile phones are quickly surpassing the computer as the most important communications device. For example, in Europe, Third Generation networks are up and running supporting delivery of full-motion video as well as voice and text messaging capabilities. As a result, producers of television shows are generating video content specifically formatted to work on cell phones. However, the most dramatic impact of cell phones can be found in developing countries where they are bringing phone service to villages for the first time and connecting them to the outside world. In the U.S., local TV stations are generating content specifically for cell phone users to include weather, news, and traffic information. For most cell phone users around the world, sending and receiving data and video is equally if not more important than simply talking on a mobile phone.

New Media Environment Summary. The most critical aspects of the New Media Environment presented above are its portability, appeal to emerging generations and populations who have no ties to traditional media outlets, and the instantaneous nature and vitality of information availability. As news agencies struggle with the transition from mainstream media print and broadcast capabilities, so must government agencies also transform their philosophical approach to information flow to accommodate the significant migration of consumers to new platforms. As we will present next, the USG, and specifically DoD, have neither understood nor embraced the transformation of the global information environment in the development of policy or plans encompassing public diplomacy, public affairs, or strategic communication efforts.

Department of Defense Engagement in Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication

The DoD has been quite active in its quest for an effective and comprehensive approach to an innovative, interagency, and international public affairs and public diplomacy engagement policy. This proactive approach, however, has not yet been embraced by all DoD agencies and elements, does not yet have consistent backing by Congress, and has not been fully resourced either within DoD budgets or by Congress.

In contrast, however, DoD has received praise from the General Accountability Office (GAO) in its use of program-specific research in order to better focus foreign information programs, which has enhanced communications with global audiences. DoD currently conducts foreign media monitoring, but has not formally engaged in media environment analysis, as has been conducted by the Department of State and the Intelligence Community’s Open Source Center (OSC). In addition, DoD has not yet synchronized its media monitoring activities with Interagency counterparts. This synchronization effort is lacking across the Interagency, and is not DoD-unique. The emergence of global communication capabilities places an additional layer of review and assessment to ensure compliance with statutory criteria, specifically the Smith-Mundt Act of 1948 and the intelligence community’s engagement in foreign intelligence gathering with respect to Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) provisions. Therefore, instantaneous global information availability poses benefits and risks which must be addressed.

The GAO has identified the absence of a comprehensive national communication strategy as a hindrance to effective Interagency coordination. A separate report assessed Interagency approaches to researching the effectiveness of public diplomacy programs, and identified three primary categories of strategic communication as critical areas of effort: Daily Communications, Thematic Outreach Programs, and Long-Term Relationship Building. DoD is credited in this assessment for having a successful research program, but is also identified as not effectively engaged in media environment analysis, hindering its ability to identify the most effective means and modes of communicating critical DoD and national messages. Case In Point # 1 illustrates core activities of a “Campaign-Style” approach to a public relations strategy. This approach is conceptually analogous to the military planning process exercised by military staffs, and therefore could be of use to public diplomacy program managers within DoD.
The 2006 National Strategy for Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication (NSPD&SC),66 addresses several of the shortcomings in the GAO reports. The strategy requires specific actions by executive branch agencies, under the auspices of the NSC Principle Coordination Committee for Strategic Communication. These include outreach through foreign media, enhancement and expansion of exchange programs, and a presence in new media fora:

“All agencies and embassies must also increase use of new technologies, including creative use of the Internet, web chats, blogs and video story-telling opportunities on the Internet to highlight American Policies and programs.”69

The DoD has recognized the critical requirement for strategic engagement in communication, establishing the Strategic Communication Integration Group (SCIG) to:

- “Provide recommendations as appropriate across DoD on issues and proposed policies what have significant communication implications;”
- “Integrate proposals and recommend guidance to support developing and approved Combatant Command OPLANS [Operation Plans] and CONPLANS [Contingency Plans];”
- “Identify, coordinate, and de-conflict Strategic Communication objectives arising from interagency decisions affecting DoD;” and
- “Recommend appropriate Strategic Communication processes for incorporation into policy, doctrine, strategy development, planning, operations and communication initiatives.”70

The Administration has defined “transformation” as more of a continuous process than as a set of activities with a clearly defined end-point.71 DoD has adopted this “continuous process” construct – while acknowledging informed risk assessment and mitigation (Case In Point # 2).72 As Defense Transformation evolves beyond warfighting to embrace business process transformation, these tenets must be applied to DoD’s public affairs, public diplomacy, and strategic communication efforts.

Military operations planners, in conjunction with their Interagency counterparts, have embraced the need for comprehensive information, communication, public relations, public diplomacy, and integrated information operations as key elements of tactical and strategic plans. Two specific examples are provided for consideration:

- First, in support of operations in Iraq, Major General Peter W. Chiarelli (USA) and Major Patrick R. Michaelis (USA) documented an initiative in their area of operations in Iraq, in which they defined a detailed information operations campaign as being critical to the overall success of their military operation (Case In Point # 3).73 This initiative incorporated “soft power” as a critical enabler to the reduction of kinetic operations. As information and public diplomacy efforts gain traction, it was demonstrated that the need for kinetic force decreases.

**Case In Point # 3:** Integrated Information Operations Construct from Operations in Iraq.

The five lines of operations: Combat Operations, Train and Employ Security Forces, Provide Essential Services, Promote Governance, and Economic Pluralism, are supplemented by a sixth line of operation: Information Operations. It is essential that all agencies involved be party to planning and execution of major operations and their associated information campaigns.

**Case In Point # 4:** Defense Transformation – The Need for Innovative Use of Information Technology

Transformed Culture and Processes: The strategy for achieving transformation in the Department of Defense must begin with an effort to transform the overall culture into one where innovation and informed risk taking are encouraged and rewarded – a culture that is characterized by the information age. This must be done through leadership development and education, an increased emphasis on concept development and experimentation, and changes in the personnel system and incentive structure. Senior leadership must set the example by fostering innovation and adopting information age technologies and concepts.

In addition to transforming the culture, the Department’s overall strategy for implementing transformation includes the transformation of key management processes including: a joint capabilities-identification process to better identify and assess specific options for mitigating future risks; a transformed strategic analytic capability to support the recently established capabilities-based planning process, and a more adaptive and flexible acquisition process to replace the Cold War era acquisition system that functioned well when the principal adversary was well known and predictable.


- The second example of an operational approach to communication and public diplomacy engagement for the DoD is the Afghanistan Strategic Communication Execution Matrix, developed for use in support of operations, but fully engaging Interagency counterparts and local national agencies in the management of communication activities to ensure the local population is adequately informed of the purpose, intent, and critical aspects of ongoing joint and combined U.S. and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) operations in Afghanistan (Case In Point # 4).74 Although a DoD-originated matrix, this
plan demonstrates the value of collaborative efforts across the Interagency and international environment, and is an innovative approach to communication programs, spanning Department of State, U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), foreign government, NATO, USG (e.g. Broadcasting Board of Governors), and DoD public affairs, policy, and combatant command organizations.

The requirement for substantive linkage between communications capabilities and military operations is further substantiated in the Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Phase 4 Report, which cites the need for definition and refinement of warfighting capabilities currently beyond the scope of the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development (JCIDS) process:

"Greater investment in and speedier development of tools that can assess non-kinetic aspects of modern warfare, including intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance, strategic communications, and post-conflict tasks".75

With respect to the policy directive in the NSPD&SC to optimize use of new technologies ("including creative use of the internet, web chats, blogs and video story-telling opportunities on the Internet"76) it is interesting to note developments over the past few months as the Air Force issued guidance – on security grounds -- banning access to selected blogs. (Case In Point # 5)77 This identifies an issue of considerable import as potential transformation of DoD public diplomacy and public affairs policy is contemplated: There is a definable lack of continuity between overarching and subordinate organization policy and guidance, which makes establishment of a consistent approach to the emerging information environment difficult, if not impossible. This concern is present not only within the DoD, but is also present across the Interagency78, and points out areas for further research, such as the need for a comprehensive operations and communications security policy, based on detailed assessment of the threat environment, balanced with the need for full and open communications and engagement.

Given the success of such integrated and synchronized programs, it is disquieting that the Strategic Communications Integration Group (SCIG) charter has been allowed to lapse. Inside the Pentagon reported on 6 March 2008 that:

"The Pentagon's Strategic Communication Integration Group (SCIG) ceased to exist this month, opening a new chapter in the department’s efforts to communicate with the world. Deputy Defense Secretary Gordon England decided not to renew the group’s charter, so it expired March 1, officials familiar with the decision told Inside the Pentagon. The termination of the group was not announced publicly. ...

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Adm. Michael Mullen complained that officials are too fixated on the word "strategic" when in reality the lines between strategic, operational and tactical issues are blurred almost beyond distinction, particularly in the realm of communications (ITP, Jan. 10, p1). In a memo to England, Mullen argued that U.S. deeds -- not Pentagon Web sites or communications plans -- are the best way to impart the country's intentions on the world stage. The Pentagon should focus less on promoting its own story globally and more on listening to Muslims worldwide and understanding the subtleties of that community, the admiral wrote. ..."

This position, however, has been seemingly reversed, as DoD appears to be reestablishing a planning capability within its Public Affairs office. Although a seemingly positive action, it is impossible to assess the viability or
effectiveness of this decision as it was reported on 10 April 2008, and it is not yet fully implemented.\footnote{\textit{http://blog.wired.com/defense/2008/02/air-force-bann.html}}

\textbf{Case In Point # 5: “Air Force Bans Blogs”}

The Air Force, which needs all the help it can get on the public relations front, has banned access to blogs.\footnote{John Noonan, Posted February 27, 2008 06:32 PM, \textit{http://blog.wired.com/defense/2008/02/air-force-bann.html}}

The Air Force is tightening restrictions on which blogs its troops can read, cutting off access to just about any independent site with the word “blog” in its web address. It’s the latest move in a larger struggle within the military over the value -- and hazards -- of the sites. At least one senior Air Force official calls the squeeze so “utterly stupid, it makes me want to scream.”

Until recently, each major command of the Air Force had some control over what sites their troops could visit, the Air Force Times reports. Then the Air Force Network Operations Center, under the service’s new “Cyber Command,” took over.

Cyber Command, which is a bureaucratic construct of questionable necessity built around the need for effective network defense, has now assigned the mission from network defense to regulating internet usage within the Air Force’s Major Commands. It seems reasonable, then, to ask whether time spent policing the internet habits of those in the service will, by diverting scarce resources, undermine the command’s ability to defend against legitimate cyberattacks, and to return fire.

Also problematic is the fact that USAF bloggers have been among the most credible advocates for force-modernization plans, offering their strong support for the acquisition of the full fleet of 380 F-22s in particular. The Air Force has in one fell swoop discarded a valuable media asset, forcing the public to rely on cumbersome--and typically boring--USAF press releases instead.

Because Air Force public relations isn’t so much an effective media campaign as it is a crawl from one PR disaster to another, the service needs bloggers now more than ever. Which makes this a strange and almost certainly counterproductive move.

The critical take-away from these examples of DoD engagement in public diplomacy and strategic communication echo the results of several GAO reports and public assessments: although there are sound practices and valuable individual efforts, there remains a lack of a comprehensive national or DoD communication engagement strategy; assignment of core missions has been sporadic and in some cases short-lived; and the absence of continuity is inherently damaging effective engagement in the global information environment. As a result, DoD will remain at odds with Congress for adequate funding for strategic communication programs, will be constrained in its engagement within the Interagency and NSC framework, and will struggle to meet the challenges of the current threat environment where the enemy is more adept at strategic communications than is the DoD. In March 2006, then-Lieutenant General Victor Rendt (USAF) stated, “This is the first time we’ve incorporated in a national strategy document the importance of strategic communication...For the first time, we have a real effort at orchestrating the strategic communication across the U.S. government.”\footnote{Kathleen H. Hicks, Beyond Goldwater-Nichols Phase 4 Report: “Invigorating Defense Governance”, Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Washington, DC, March 26, 2007, p. 3, \textit{http://www.csis.org/media/pubs/080311-hicks-invigorating4finalweb.pdf} accessed 14 April 2008.} Two years later, unfortunately, the challenge remains: DoD is still trying to define and resolve its role in an ill-defined national strategic communication framework.

\section*{RECOMMENDATIONS}

Critical to all subordinate activities, the next administration must adopt a strategy of full and open cultural engagement emphasizing diplomatic, informational, and economic elements of national power, to influence and shape the international community regarding U.S. policy and practices. This effort will support the overarching national security policy tenets to spread American values,打开 democracy, encourage economic development, and combat violent extremism. However, this strategy requires significant changes in alignment and resource prioritization to support these efforts. Additionally, the strategy requires a philosophy of enduring engagement -- and national will -- to address cultural differences and the application of “hard and soft power” in global information environments. This has historically been problematic for the U.S. to undertake and sustain. The upside is that this public diplomacy framework -- a culturally-focused, non-kinetic national communication policy -- creates an effective burden-sharing environment with allies and competitors alike. However, such an innovative and evolutionary policy program must be coupled with specific legislative remedies designed to combat national threats.

As a result of the analyses, there are several critical recommendations DoD leadership consider to better align and prepare for engagement in the volatile global information environment. These recommendations are captured in four main categories: Strategy Development; Policy and Doctrine; Organization and Resourcing; and Interagency Collaboration. In addition, we have identified follow-on research topics that will support the transformation of DoD public diplomacy, public affairs, and news operations.

\section*{Strategy Development}

Foremost, an overarching change management plan is necessary that captures firstly the key elements of the 2006 NSPD&D&C, secondly the principles within the 2006 QDR Strategic Communication (SC) Execution Roadmap, Thirdly embraces the emerging New Media environment, and, finally, provides for a DoD enterprise approach. Case In Point # 6 provides a characterization of DoD’s difficulties with enterprise-level change management and implementation, thus the need for a complete restructuring and commitment to implement the policy and approach recommended. To achieve this end state, it is recommended that DoD reinstitute the Strategic Communication Integration Group (SCIG), and institutionalize its operations through formal issuance of DoD policy. The SCIG would serve as an integrating
agent, and would also provide oversight of service and component programs, to ensure continuity of policy and precedent, and to avoid the issuance of conflicting guidance such as the selective bans on access to blogs and social networking sites.

Changing the core tenets of DoD’s communication, public diplomacy, information, and news strategies is not a short-duration – nor simplistic – effort. To be effective, such a significant change requires adjustment – most critically – to the philosophy the DoD takes toward framing our future endeavors in the new information environment as well as DoD’s strategic communication, public diplomacy, and public affairs missions. These recommendations take advantage of the initiatives resulting from the 2006 QDR, specifically the Strategic Communication Study Group and the Strategic Communication Execution Roadmap.32 These new and emerging technologies provide a powerful means for worldwide engagement while allowing others to join the conversation. From a public diplomacy perspective, we must transition from a top-down, one-way advertising/propaganda communication model to a flat peer-to-peer model based on real dialogue and active listening.33

Policy and Doctrine

Evolutionary communication programs within DoD must make use of New Media technology. As directed in the 2006 National Strategy for Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication, a multifaceted, multiplatform, and multimodal approach is necessary to connect with both domestic and global communities. In our crucial national engagements, fighting violent extremism, championing human rights, promoting economic development, and countering the effects of destabilization (as presented in Thomas Barnett’s The Pentagon’s New Map ) it is crucial to improve communication of our core national values as they are embodied in a holistic national grand strategy, and effectively illustrate and inform both domestic and international audiences about the role that DoD plays within that national strategy. Transparency of communications with global leaders and constituents is critical to achieve our national security goals and objectives, and must be reflected in revised strategic communication policy.

It is essential, therefore, that DoD further develop the capability to engage in national public diplomacy campaigns while simultaneously expanding its public affairs and news media operations. In addition, DoD must leverage its thematic information campaign capabilities to support the development of Interagency counterpart communication programs. As the Department of State is the primary agent for public diplomacy, it is paramount that the DoD align itself with the practices and programs initiated by the State Department, as has been demonstrated in the implementation of Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) operating in Afghanistan and Iraq. Unfortunately, the USG in general and DoD in particular are not structured in this manner.

To ensure compliance and awareness of security threats and programs, it is recommended that DoD enhance and expand New Media environment-focused security training programs. This will overcome the reluctance to allow members of the military and DoD employees to access and interact using emerging social networking, blogging, and persistent gaming sites.

Organization and Structure

Organizationaly, DoD must establish a “news organization” construct analogous to current industry standard of integrated web and mainstream media operations. It is critical, given the evolution of the technological platforms and means and modes of information “consumption”, that DoD have an equivalently robust capability to sense, gather, and disseminate news and information.. This is not to imply that DoD assume the duties and responsibilities of the civilian news media. Our solution is intended for DoD to move away from its historical public affairs operations to an organization that places the public affairs, news and information gathering, vetting, preparation, and dissemination under one roof and that this capability be integrated and synchronized across both the Interagency and the civilian sector. Our policy solutions below facilitate this and comply with the constructs presented in the 2007 United States National Strategy for Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication:

- Firstly, establish the capability and capacity to gather news and information of import to DoD, the executive branch, the legislative branch, and the public similar to current field journalism and investigative journalism in the civilian sector (Case In Point # 7).
- Secondly, expand and enhance the current web operations element of DoD public affairs to provide the capability and capacity to screen public, private sector, and international information and news outlets. This restructuring must include leveraging intelligence community open source analysis capability and lessons learned, across all modes and platforms consistent with the New Media and mobile information environments (internet, broadcast TV and radio, blogs, and other emerging dissemination methodologies). In addition, the mission of this element must include the identification of emerging news and information that

---

**Case in Point # 7:**

Two views of a model for a “converged newsroom” which can disseminate through multiple modes.

- **A model for the 21st century newsroom**
  - Speed: Alert (e-mail, email)
  - Draft (Draft)
  - Article/Packaging (Pre-publication)
  - Depth: 
    - Context (information, analysis)
    - Analysis/Reflection (pre-publication, after-publication)
    - Interactivity (flash stories, comments, blogs)
    - Customisation (customised)

- **The News Diamond**
  - Speed: Alert
  - Draft
  - Article/Packaging
  - Analysis/Reflection
  - Interactivity
  - Customisation
  - Depth: User Control

---
requires response, engagement, or mitigation by DoD consistent with comprehensive USG/NSC message, policy, and position content criteria. Enhanced visibility of ongoing citizen dialog and news reporting over the internet and through broadcast and print media is necessary to ensure an effective means to counter disinformation programs. The extent of such restructuring is left for future analysis;

- Thirdly, expand and enhance the capability and capacity to disseminate the news and information rapidly to appropriate individuals, groups, organizations, and/or outlets. This will include mainstream media or emerging web or broadcast outlets and platforms, predominantly through existing news outlets, and also includes interagency, international, and nongovernmental agency news distribution organizations.

Interagency Collaboration

Effective and coherent messaging requires all government agencies have a common theme to communication program content. To facilitate this, DoD must actively participate in the Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication PCC, in the daily information and position briefs, and in the formulation and implementation of the NSC Interagency Management System (IMS). While all of these endeavors contain information and communication frameworks, without an overarching strategy encompassing the interagency the "message" may be ineffective or worse, at complete odds with policy.

Additionally, we recommend the re-adoption of the value-added and innovative approach toward public diplomacy established by Ms. Karen Hughes during her tenure as Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy. This approach, termed “Waging Peace”, stipulated that the U.S. “compete for attention and credibility” and “reach out to the rest of the world in a spirit of respect and partnership.” To successfully engage the moderate Muslim community and to be successful against Al Qaeda and other violent extremist non-state actors, DoD must globally synchronize its efforts with Interagency and international counterparts, and members of the Islamic community in U.S. foreign policy and economic development programs. A critical element must be compliance with the Smith-Mundt Act, which requires clear distinction of message content intended for foreign and domestic audiences. This will likely require legislative adjustments by the Administration and Congress to reconcile current global communication networks with the intent of Smith-Mundt when it was initiated at the dawning of the Cold War. Conditions have changed significantly, warranting a review of this legislation.

Engage with the intelligence community to gather lessons learned, techniques, and tools to leverage capabilities for engagement in the open source environment for determination of current content critical to DoD and USG operations. The intelligence community has operational capability to "mine" this area, seeking specific information through collection operations, and then synthesizing/processing the results to determine the presence of desired/required information. The overarching intent of intelligence operations is to provide, to the optimal extent possible, the capability to proactively engage and prevent occurrence of events with negative consequences to national security. This is not intended to cause intrusion into intelligence tradecraft, but is intended to introduce to public diplomacy some of the tools and capabilities extant within the intelligence community to screen open source data for elements of information which indicate the need for engagement and response.

Follow-on Study Topics

It is recommended that DoD charter a study group to assess extant DoD and subordinate agency policies and restraints on internet access and engagements in order to develop a comprehensive and consistent message and set of guidelines for internet engagement.

In addition, DoD should further develop research and feedback analysis programs with regard to news, information, and public diplomacy program impact in accordance with recommendations contained in GAO Report “U.S. Public Diplomacy: Actions Needed to Improve Strategic Use and Coordination of Research.”. Fundamental thematic communication and information programs must be assessed in accordance with the desired impact on the targeted audiences. DoD should work with the Department of State to enhance thematic communication programs, and apply those lessons learned and research capabilities across DoD. This capability, although centralized, must be staffed and developed as a "core" skill requirement to enable responsive assessment of ongoing programs, to enable effective adjustment to meet an ever-evolving international context. Such collaborative efforts are left for further study.

CONCLUSION

As Napoleon Bonaparte once said, “There are but two powers in the world, the sword and the mind.” If "winning the hearts and minds", "winning the war of ideas", or "combating an ideology" is key to victory in modern-day conflict, then we must effectively integrate and employ the informational component of national power in the development and execution of national military and security strategy. The DoD, in conjunction with the Department of State, and the key agencies leading the Nation’s efforts to ensure our national security. The need exists for a holistic and comprehensive national communication strategy, and for the identification – and resourcing – of clear roles and missions within the National Security Council construct.

We must take full advantage of this non-kinetic, "soft" capability. Hopefully, we have provided effective responses to the questions framed at the outset of this research project and summarized below:

- There are capabilities that can be shared across the public diplomacy, intelligence, and public affairs communities. Intelligence operations in an "open source" environment can serve as a point of expansion of DoD situational awareness. However, this does not address issues regarding DoD public affairs and web operations organizational structure that will be necessary to enable such public affairs open source activities to take place.
- It will be a matter of discourse within the Interagency and with Congress to ensure that any transformed DoD strategic communication functionality – to include public affairs, public diplomacy, information operations, and PSYOPS operate in a cohesive but non–intrusive manner, and can quickly and clearly differentiate between battlefield and institutional operations. In addition,
It is our vision that DoD leadership recognizes the extent of changes in the global information environment, that will establish a comprehensive enterprise-level public diplomacy, public affairs, and communication program, and will enable appropriate management and oversight capability through a robust and resource strong management plan.

It will be necessary to establish collaborative arrangements with states to ensure that the “single message” of the USG is not intruding on Smith-Mundt restrictions.

It is crucial that DoD embrace the New Media environment and establish rules of engagement in concert with its development and capabilities. This is possible through the establishment of an integrated Public Affairs and web operations capability, and use of media environment analysis – while leveraging existing DoD media impact research capabilities – to determine the impact and effectiveness of DoD media programs.

DoD should conduct a rigorous assessment of current (and sometimes conflicting) policy regarding internet accessibility and security training, and should also assess the results of media environment evaluations. The goal of such a review should be the expansion of access authorities to the greatest extent permitted within the constraints of operational security parameters, but should be guided by the tenets of the National Strategy for Public Diplomacy and Strategic Communication to engage in the new environment to the maximum extent possible, in both foreign and domestic realms.

There are “gaps” between public affairs, web operations, and news gathering and dissemination organizations. The evolving commercial ‘integrated newroom’ model should be leveraged to expand and enhance DoD environmental awareness, news gathering, vetting, dissemination, web operations and internet presence, and Interagency collaboration opportunities.

A follow-on study is recommended to develop the “business model” for such a follow-on restrctured strateric communication capability, enabling a persistent and proactive presence in the global information environment.

There are several opportunities available to address cultural gaps and communications avenues unique to the Middle East and Muslim/Isamic communities. DoD must team with DoS to leverage both domestic and foreign moderate Islamic entities, both individual and non-governamental. There are both pragmatic and potentially levitative hurdles (Access, travel, prohibited contacts, etc.) that must be overcome to enable a more comprehensive communication strategy to be effective.

It is our vision that DoD leadership recognizes the extent of changes in the global information environment, that will establish a comprehensive enterprise-level public diplomacy, public affairs, and communication program, and will enable appropriate management and oversight capability through a robust and resource strong management plan.
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